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     JEMLANDS – Somewhere to the west of the unrecorded subdivision known as Jemlands in Levy County, 

sometime in the 7 to 7:12 a.m. range, distant thunder to the west made Needles the cat’s breakfast delivery man 

wonder. 

     He wondered if this somewhat feral feline should be brought to the recently reconstructed elevated wooden 

deck to receive his handfuls of crunchy, nutritious sustenance. 

     Or should this community cat be called to another area where rain would not drop on the Purina Complete 

Cat Chow and make it puff out? 

     Looking through the ceiling to floor glass door, which had so much water condensed on the outer surface 

that it blurred a more definite view of anything out there, the senior citizen at least perceived sunlight. He 

chose the southern wooden deck. 

     As soon as the soundwaves of the sliding glass door vibrated, although not a tenth as loudly as the rolling 

thunder in the distance, the cat who served as the poster cat for trap-neuter-release in Levy County was present 

and purring. 

     Needles knows that morning means breakfast is served at The Ink Pad. Early evening is suppertime there. 

Between those two points, there are catnaps and the occasional chase events with other animals in the area. 

And there is the disappearance of Needles into wherever else a community cat may roam. 

     Meanwhile, the human in this scenario noticed a rainbow had appeared in the western sky as the Sun rose in 

the east and water vapor created a light-refracting environment in the atmosphere. 

     An arc of red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet glowed in the skyline visible between the palm 

and oak trees over the neighbor’s big hayfield. 

     There are only a certain number of minutes when a rainbow can be seen because the Earth (which is globe-
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shaped and not flat, despite some idiots’ persisting in that freaky assertion) is moving in space relative to the 

Sun, and as the Earth turns and the Sun’s rays head toward the planet the photons come in at continuously 

differential angles. Likewise, clouds move with the wind and the available water vapor to create the prism in 

the sky alters continually. 

     Scurrying back through the sliding glass door, reaching into the CFEC 5-gallon bucket used to store the 

camera case, pulling out that very same case and nabbing the Canon camera, the photographer knew the cool 

71-degree Fahrenheit indoor temperature of The Code Orange Office would cause condensation on that 

particular lens as he stepped into the humid, warmer outdoor clime. 

     Throwing caution to the wind, he prepared to roll the dice of chance as he strode onto that recently rebuilt 

bunch of elevated boards. Click. Fog up. Lens wiped. Click. 

     He wandered quickly back to the computer to download the pictures. OK. 

     A second quick trip to the deck. Stepping back for a broader view would show more of the bow, even if it all 

could not be had by venturing elsewhere – because as past rainbow chasing has proved, those babies are 

challenging to capture. 

     Click. Fog up. Lens wiped. Click. 

 

 
 

     He wandered quickly back to the computer to download the pictures. OK. 

     Aha! When the flash went off it made the tiny fog droplets on the lens cause a whiteout scene. Back to the 

drawing board, or the deck, or whatever. 

     Click. Fog up. Scurry inside. 

     Aha! The clouds have moved. The Sun has moved through space as has the Earth in these few minutes and it 

has caused a double rainbow to be captured on film. 
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     And with that, the sharing of a double rainbow became possible. Poof. Bingo! 

     Should the award-winning writer, editor and publisher share his thoughts about rainbows, his ideas about 

God’s promise about ending big bunches of lives with floods, or how he believes some people hate others based 

on all sorts of discriminatory nonsense? 

     No. The confused haters will not be moved to love others rather than to hate - just from reading one man’s 

concepts of faith, love and hope (if they are able to read, and then to think). 

     And that's the way it is this morning (Monday, July 19, 2021). 


